Shuttered Adapter Solutions

**LC ADAPTERS**

- IP5X Dust Protection
- 100% automatic shutter action
- SC Footprint for non-shutter side
- Rattle free clip design
- Adapter Traceability with Visible Light Source
- LC Available in Duplex & Quad
- Flanged and Non-Flanged options

---

**SC ADAPTER**

- **Features**
  - Dust Protection
  - Eye safety shutter
  - Visible light for easy identification

- **Applications**
  - Data Center Enclosures
  - Enterprise Networks
  - Central Office Exchanges
  - Medical Devices
  - FTTH Terminals

---

**LC Adapter Traceability**

When trying to trace the adapter using a visible light source you can see the red light glowing through the adapter sleeve.
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www.senko.com
**FEATURES**

- Metal shutter for Eye Safety & Dust Protection - IP5X rated
- One-Handed Automatic shutter operation
- Density’s up to 432F (216CH) per 1RU with SN internal shuttered adapters
- Other footprints coming soon. 2ch SC SX and 4ch SC DX cutout

**Eye safety shutter**

**Dust Protection**

SHUTTER does not touch ferrule end face

SN SHUTTER ADAPTER

Shutter original position (closed)

Ferrule end face

These shutters do not touch to the ferrule end face
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**WATCH THE VIDEO**